DON’T LET CRIME TAKE OFF

IF YOU SEE ANYTHING SUSPICIOUS ABOUT THE PILOT, AIRCRAFT OR CARGO, REPORT IT.

What to look for:
• Attempts to test or research security around an airfield.
• Is the pilot taking unnecessary risks?
• Has the aircraft been modified?
• Are there any concealed packages?

Call 0300 123 7000 and quote “PEGASUS”
Or report online at gov.uk/report-border-crime
and quote: “PEGASUS”
DON’T LET CRIME TAKE OFF

YOU KNOW YOUR AIRFIELD AND THE PEOPLE WHO USE IT.

IF YOU NOTICE THE UNEXPECTED OR UNUSUAL PRESENCE OF AIRCRAFT, VEHICLES OR PEOPLE, REPORT IT

Call 0300 123 7000 and quote “PEGASUS”
Or report online at gov.uk/report-border-crime and quote: “PEGASUS”
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DON’T LET CRIME TAKE OFF

IF YOU SEE ANYTHING SUSPICIOUS ABOUT THE PILOT, AIRCRAFT OR CARGO, REPORT IT.

Call 0300 123 7000 and quote “PEGASUS”
Or report online at gov.uk/report-border-crime and quote: “PEGASUS”